
Q: I have recently had occasion to ask the Ordnance
Survey for a quote to reproduce part of four 10x10km
1:25,000 tiles at 50% (i.e. 1:50,000) across an A3
spread which represents less that one quarter of the
total page area of a booklet. The print run is 37,000
copies. My print costs are £3,500, my distribution
costs are £1,400. The quote from OS for the use of this
(raster) data for this product is £7,452 – yes, more
than 50% higher than my print and distribution costs
combined! There doesn’t seem to be any way of
getting a better quote from OS so needless to say we
won’t be using any map products on this occasion.
This episode has made me wonder how many other
products are being produced in the UK each year
without maps where the use of a map would add
considerably to the readability of the product.
I reckon this is a missed opportunity at best and at
worst contributes to the demise of print-based
cartography in the UK. Any comments?

A: That is one reason why we are setting up the People’s
Map, and getting as many of you as possible to contribute
your data, or use it to do your digitizing, etc. If you
haven’t contributed anything then there is a charge for
using it for a print job like this, but I would hope we will
be cost effective and open to negotiation if necessary as
we would rather the data was used than not.

Talking of which the proper Version 1 of the editor is
now live on www.peoplesmap.com, and the latest data
installed. We now have over 25,000 settlements in the
gazetteer, railways are just about complete and
comprehensive, most of England and Wales now have a
really good 1:10,000 scale coast and all other areas are
much improved, 100 metre contours are available. Version
2 of the editor which lets you do Points of Interest like
hotels should not be more than a week or two away. Shape
file, Tab file or Mif/Mid versions of any or all layers can be
provided (free for private use, chargeable for commercial
use).
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Edited by Rich Perkins and Steve Chilton

Tales from the Mac Room – a month (or more) in the life of the 
CARTO-SOC Listserv

As not all members of the Society are subscribers to CARTO-SOC, it seemed a good idea to summarise
some of the information that has been communicated. The following is a summary of a typical couple of
month’s transactions. The questions and answers are not credited to the contributors, but where contact
de tails are deemed appropriate to the answer they are included. As much as possible direct advertising
or blatant commercialism his been edited out of these highlights. It is hoped that publishing this data
will help those not “wired” to keep in touch will developments that are notified through the CARTO-
SOC listserv.

CARTO-SoC
The Society of Cartographers maintains an on-line list-serv for the use of members and non-members alike. The
facility is moderated and is intended to be a tool that practicing cartographers and students of the subject may use to
exchange ideas, pose questions, inform others of job opportunities or simply to keep in touch with friends.

To subscribe to CARTO-SoC:

send an email to listproc@sheffield.ac.uk with the message subscribe carto-soc 'your full name' in the body of
the mail.

(For in stance, if you were Gerardus Mercator, and wished to subscribe, you would send the message subscribe
carto-soc Gerardus Mercator to the ad dress: listproc@sheffield.ac.uk).

To send a message to CARTO-SoC:

send your email to carto-soc@sheffield.ac.uk.

You need to have first subscribed to CARTO-SoC in order to send messages.

If your WWW browser is set up with your correct Email ad dress, simply type subscribe carto-soc 'your full name'
in the box, and send the message.

To unsubscribe from CARTO-SoC:

send an email to listproc@sheffield.ac.uk with the message unsubscribe carto-soc 'your full name' in the body
of the mail.



A: I understand the frustrations. The OS do not, in my
opinion, serve the nation’s cartographic community very
well, especially small businesses similar to mine.

The OS will not make MasterMap available through
third party resellers, even though they have withdrawn
OSCAR, which was available from third party resellers. I
can only gain access to it if I become a Licenced Partner
with a commitment of £5,000-worth of royalties per year,
or if I have a minimum order value of £500, both options
impossible for small businesses. Regardless of their
attempted explanations, I cannot understand the logic of
such a high £5,000 royalty commitment required to
enable a cartographer to become a Licenced Partner and
have access to the nation’s data. It is certainly not a level
playing field and can only add fuel to the development of
OpenStreetMap (http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/index.php)
and The People’s Map.

Q: Until recently I was very happy with my HP
Designjet 10 ps inkjet printer, but it’s showing its age
(5 years now). The paper-feeding is deteriorating and
the software rip doesn’t seem to work on my MacPro
machine (Tiger). I’m looking for an alternative of at
least equal quality.
The HP Designjet 90 looks okay (priced around
£1,000, A2+ size, auto calibration, claims superior
print quality). Does anyone have experience with this
one, preferably on a Mac (Intel, Tiger, Leopard)? Are
there alternatives that I should also look into?

A: I have been using an Epson Stylus Pro 2400 A3+
together with an iProof Systems Rip and Lyson
continuous ink system from Marrutt Digital Solutions for
over a year with excellent results. The Epson 3800 is
similar but A2+.

and Q: On an associated topic, we’re just going to buy
a HP Color LaserJet 5550 – A3 colour laser. Anyone
know of a reason why we shouldn’t…?

A: We use an HP Color LaserJet 5550 A3 as our everyday
printer and it stands up to the abuse very well! Don’t be
tempted to use recycled toner cartridges though, we’ve
had nothing but trouble with one particular brand –
irregular colour, banding, splodges and toner just falling
out! If you use HP (or other good quality) cartridges, the
colour is consistent given the odd calibration, it’s nice and
even coverage, can print in bulk and duplex without any
problems and if you used good quality paper, would
probably get a very nice result. A slight down side: the
colours are a little darker than you see on the screen so
that sometimes needs accounting for. So, after three years
of using one, I’d recommend it. It isn’t a cartographic
quality printer but it does its job ok.

Q: Is there an equivalent to ‘Paste inside’ in
Illustrator CS2? I want to fill an irregular closed
shape with diagonal bands of colour which stop at the
edges.

A: Use a swatch and /or a graphic style. See MAPublisher
Utilites for various existing styles including cross
hatching that you can adapt.

A: In the Object menu, there is a Clipping path option -
ensure you have the closed shape on top of the contents
when you “make” the clipping path.

A: Just make sure you don’t mind *all* your artwork
being moved to the clipping path’s (mask’s) layer. This
was a most unwelcome surprise the first time it happened
to me! 50 nicely defined layers merged into one! Ouch!

A: That is why I wrote a simple AppleScript to mask all
visible layers - each with its own mask...

Q: As a historian I often need to produce digital
reproductions of old maps. Often these can be very
large - about 3m square. I need to add that it would
not be absolutely critical to stitch the resulting
segments together accurately. The intention is to
record the content of the map rather than produce a
facsimile. Therefore a deliberate white gap of several
mm between the assembled segments would be
acceptable. Can anybody suggest a technique?

A: I have a 7 megapixel digital SLR camera which could
capture an A3-sized area in high resolution. I could also
obtain an A3 scanner. The problem is how to copy the
map in A3-sized segments with all the segments having
exactly the same orientation, scale and no gaps between?
Once I have decent segments then I can stitch them
together using Photoshop.

A: If you want to do it by stitching A3 segments together,
then I would definitely suggest you need to use a scanner
not a camera. Even the best SLR lenses tend to introduce
small geometric distortions, and keeping both camera and
map oriented correctly needs a very substantial
mechanical rig. Any errors in these aspects make stitching
of technical material hard work. Even from a scanner you
are bound to get minor anomalies, but if you have a
reasonably powerful computer (lots of memory and fast
processor to handle really big bitmaps) you can use
‘rubber-banding’ abilities to correct minor defects.

The most difficult thing in my experience is making
sure all the scans are accurately square and parallel to
each other - and it is hard work to use software rotation
facilities to correct very small errors in orientation, and
resolution is lost when that is done as well. As far as
having no gaps, that’s easy – scan with overlaps and trim
off during the stitching.
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If your originals are large, but you are making
substantially scaled-down reproductions then this method
can work well, but if you are talking about same-size
reproductions of maps up to 3m wide, then I don’t think
the scan/stitch method is really feasible.

You will need a lot of memory and fast hard drive to
handle an assembled image at high resolution, and you
might want to consider the numbers before you start. For
example, if you scanned at 300 dpi (standard minimum
resolution for good reproduction of print and graphics)
then at 3m square you would be looking at a whopping
35,000 pixels square for a 3 m x 3 m image, or in camera
terms a 1,255 megapixel image.

That equates to a 3.8 GB file and would be pretty well
impossible to handle on an average computer or with
standard software. You might do much better to
investigate the use of plan copiers which typically go up
to 52” wide roll-fed scanner/printer systems (such as Océ
TCS500).

A: I remember hearing a talk from a chap who was
designing an inverted scanner that would scan a section
then lift itself up and scan the next section. This was
about twelve years ago at a Map Curators’ Workshop. I’ll
have a root around to see if I can find any more details.
Or perhaps someone else recalls this?

A: Just thinking out loud here, but perhaps an old-
fashioned, large-format, reproduction camera (if you can
still find one...) could be useful? Otherwise, use a flatbed
scanner that’s as large as possible, and scan with
overlaps.

A: I’m wondering whether a scanner could work upside-
down. That way, you can put the map on a flat surface
and position the scanner on top of it. It’s easier to see
where you’re putting it that way.

A: Well that’s a thought, I wonder what would happen if I
were to spread the map out face up on the floor and
remove the lid from an A3 scanner, invert it and slide it
across the map. I wonder if scanners work upside down?
If I calculated the scan area relative to the outer edge of
the scanner then I might be able to position the scanner
accurately for each segment?

A: I know of a print shop which has an A0 flatbed
scanner but is too small for your average 19th century
parish map which tends to be about 3 m x 3 m and even
larger. But might be able to do it in segments?

A: A few techniques that might prove useful:
First, HP has a line of scanners that are used face-up.

They resemble picture frames around a piece of glass.
You simply position the scanner over the book or map
and go.

And follow-up response to this comment: I think you
might be referring to the Capscan range - needs about
three passes to scan A4 so probably not so relevant to my
3 m x 3 m map! But I have used Capscans in county

records offices to great effect – but they are often
prohibited.

With the follow-up to the follow-up: No, the HP
ScanJet 4600 See-Thru Flatbed Scanner allows one to
position it very precisely over the area to be scanned, and
does A4 in one pass.

Second, a technique to position a portion of a map
over a traditional, face-down scanner is to hold a piece of
stiff A4 paper in position over the area you want to scan,
and continue to hold it in place as you carefully flip the
map over onto the scanner glass.

You can slide the A4 sheet into the corner of the
scanner glass by feel, then use your other hand to hold the
now-inverted map against the scanner’s frame whilst you
carefully slide the paper out of the sandwich. Now you
have positioned the portion of the map you wish to scan
in the proper place on the scanner glass.

Finally, a little trick in Photoshop aids straightening:
select the ruler tool (behind the eyedropper) and measure
something on the image (such as the neatline) that you
expect to be vertical or horizontal.

Next choose Rotate Canvas: Arbitrary, and the correct
angular measurement will already be entered to square up
the image.

A: Really what you need is a large “rostrum camera”.
They used to be very common in TV production work,
the one in the building I worked in had a bed about 1.5m
square, but that could be removed and the raised flooring
removed to allow it to shoot to the floor, when I would
guess it covered around 3m square, maybe more on wide
angle, but then distortion creeps in. The camera was on a
gantry and could move in X-Y-Z planes under machine
control.

That was in the BBC Open University Production
Centre, but it has been closed since and I doubt the
rostrum is still there. We used it to transfer the entire OS
1:50,000 to videodisc for the BBC ‘Domesday Project’
back in the 80s. The video rostrum was normally
controlled by a customized version of a 1970s tank turret
aiming computer (really), but for the Domesday project
we brought it all under control of a BBC Micro
programmed to step across the map sheets, take the video
shots and log it all. Heady days!

Having been the world’s first video rostrum camera
when we installed it in Alexandra Palace, the new one at
Milton Keynes was reputed to be the largest video
rostrum camera in the country. Most rostrum cameras (or
“animation stands”) are much smaller. Maybe large rostra
are still used in film or TV production, I don’t know. I see
one long-established facility offers up to 1.35 m square.

A: Inquire at one or two architectural or civil engineering
offices. Often, such companies send sets of drawings
“out” to a reprographics service company that has the
equipment to scan large construction documents (almost
3m x 3m) onto disk for later on-call prints using an
engineering copier – totally digital process. You might
even find a helpful benefactor.
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A: Should you be destined by budget to make your own
scans (small), attempt to allow for generous overlap, even
if this is cause for more incremental scans. This strategy
reduces edge distortion when you assemble/compile the
mosaic of all pieces in Photoshop. I assemble by
temporarily setting each matching piece at about 60%
opacity. This is a satisfactory technique if you are patient,
and qualify just slightly as an obsessive-compulsive
person. I usually flatten the map on the scanner with a
book about the size and weight of a Blaeu’s Atlas or a
1973 National Geographic World Atlas.

A: I have done some copy work; first thing is to
determine the camera lens distortion as a zoom camera
may have different distortion levels on the edges based on
zoom level. I take a picture of graph paper then produce a
filter in Photoshop to correct. Next thing is make a frame
to mount the camera on that is around 1 metre in height
and a little wider than the subject. The frame can be made
out of wood. Mine had a sliding bar on top and the frame
legs have wheels in a track so can move a measured
distance. Or alternatively, just move the map leaving the
camera fixed in one location. I take the photos with a
30–40 per cent overlap and join them in Photoshop (lens
distortion can be removed totally with just an overlap
with most good quality camera lens). I flatten the image
in Photoshop after I am sure the final measurements and
Levels are consistent with the original.

Q: I am looking for large scale topographic survey
data of the Giant’s Causeway (hopefully 1m contour
interval or smaller). This is for a landscape
architecture student project, so any help would be
greatly appreciated.

A: If your institution has Digimap access (through Edina)
then look at the OS data from there, but it’s not going to
be at 1 m intervals.

A: Ooops – Digimap allows users to view and print maps
of any location in Great Britain (except Northern Ireland).
Try the OSNI site at: http://www.osni.gov.uk/

Official-ish response: Re Digimap and Northern
Ireland data – we’re working on it :-)

A: Yes, we have access to Digimap, but British Isles only.
It’s not my project, but a fellow student’s. He’s got OSNI
data, but the interval is 5 m. I think his idea is to improve
access to the site, so maybe he will do something about
sea-level change at the same time!

A: I think you mean ‘Great Britain’ only. Northern
Ireland is part of the UK, but unfortunately isn’t covered
by the Ordnance Survey: Britain’s national mapping
agency. It’s probably worth trying the Irish OS, but
failing that, surely this World Heritage site has been
surveyed by someone – but finding that someone could
be your main problem! Perhaps try the Geography
departments of Queen’s University Belfast or the
University of Ulster?

Q: Having converted the NTF download and opened
and merged the required files in AutoCAD, I often
spend a lot of time sorting and re-naming layers. Do
you have a key or guide which defines what is placed
in each numerical layer? For example I think I
worked out that layer G8010021 contains pavement
boundaries.

A: I have that problem, but for the most part when using
OS detail (presumably as a backdrop) I sort out what
layers I’m likely to be using frequently, purge unwanted
stuff and then ‘block’ the rest together in a new layer. I
never came across a conversion type file. Also, if you
have access to it, my colleague suggests investigating
LSS which can convert MasterMap upon import

A: A good stating point is:
http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsite/products/

This area lists all the data products. Select a product
and look for the technical information link on the left of
the screen. Usually guides are in the form of PDF files to
download. However it is worth remembering that if it
going into AutoCAD then try and get the data supplied in
DXF format in the first place, if of course this is
available, to avoid any unnecessary translation issues.

A: I am assuming your student has downloaded the data
from the EDINA Digimap service; if so, then there are
detailed descriptions of the feature codes contained in the
Help files within Digimap under: Help —> Data
Information —> Ordnance Survey Products.

Q: I have been puzzled by a French map from the
1920s. It is in a book, H. Parmentier’s “L’Art Khmer
Primitif.” Parmentier mapped the Khmer ruins in
Cambodia, Cochinchina and parts of Thailand in the
1920s. His book was published in 1927. He has three
fold-out maps and a table of the Khmer ruins. The
table “locates” the ruins in degrees he calls “latitude”
and “longitude.” The maps are in almost equal square
grids of a 1/10th of a degree. His “latitude” and
longitude” are these grids. When compared to modern
maps, Parmentier’s latitude is more than one degree
greater than that shown on modern maps and his
longitude is more than 9 degrees greater. For example,
the latitude of Phnom Penh on a map of Cambodia is
11°55’ N and the longitude 104°85 E. Parmentier’s
latitude for Phnom Penh is approximately 12°85’ N
and his longitude approximately 113°97’ N.
Comparing other sites, this difference is not
consistent.
In current maps, a longitude of 110° is east of Vietnam
out in South China Sea. I would like to know
Parmentier’s projection or his method of mapping,
and if there is a way of converting his latitudes and
longitudes with what we are more familiar.

A: The coordinates are in grads not degrees (100 grads =
90 degrees). Grads are divided up into decimal sub units
which is why the graduations on the map are such.
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Even though there is no indication, the longitude could be
based on Paris rather than Greenwich as well. Although
the world agreed to Greenwich to be Zero Longitude in
1884, the French may have also still created maps with
Paris as Zero longitude.

I have an 1807 Freycinet chart of Tasmania/Australia
with degrees on one side and grads on the other of both
latitude and longitude, and with longitude origin on Paris.

To convert grads to degrees, multiply by 0.9.
If required, Paris is 2.5969213 grads (or 2.5969213 x

0.9 degrees) east of Greenwich.
There is no information on the map to indicate

projection type, so no luck with projection parameters.
Maybe whatever the French where using in this part of
the world at that time.

A: I think the mystery is resolved by considering the
meaning of the “G” after the longitude marks.
Presumably the map is in gradians, not degrees. A gradian
is exactly 9/10ths of a degree. Hence 113.97 grads = 102
degrees 34 minutes. The Greenwich-based meridian is
104 degrees 51 minutes. The remaining 2+ degree
discrepancy is accounted for by the time period and the
archaeologist’s nationality: the prime meridian is Paris,
not Greenwich. The latitude calculation also rectifies
perfectly: 12.85 grads = 11.55 degrees.

A: I have found many old French maps use the decimal
Grad system where there are 400 degrees of longitude
and latitude. The amount of error described sounds
consistent for that location.

GIS systems allow use of Grads and convert between
Grads and D:M:S.

A: Your map probably is in GRADS not lat/long (notice
the capital ‘G’ on your French colonial map). Grads were
a French circular measure previously used in maps
whereby a circle is divided into 400 equal parts called
‘Grades’ and then subdivided into minutes and seconds.
Check Google for more information and to find out how
to do a conversion to lat/long, or see the link:
http://www.pballew.net/arithm13.html.

Q: I’m working at a school in UK and they are
considering having 3D plans produced in addition to
new location maps. (example found online –
http://www.locationmaps.com/products/3d_artists_im
pressions.html). Please respond if either you know
who might produce 3D plans or can recommend a
company to quote for the job.

A: Taylor Young have both Cartography and 3D
Visualization teams who would be able to carry out this
type of work. In order to provide a quote they would
require some additional information such as do the school
have access to OS MasterMap, where the school is
located and what sort of feel the maps are required to
have, i.e. ‘sketchy’, or more polished.

A: Not sure if they’ll be able to help you, but some of the
best examples of 3D campus maps are those produced by
Mapformation – http://www.mapformation.com/

Q: Anyone out there who can help me with activating
FreeHand MX on new iMAC Mac OS 10.5.2?
I am unable to activate the fully paid up version I just
get that irritating whirling beach ball and then the
software quits before opening. Has any one else had
this experience?

A: You will need the OS UPgrade-Hotfix... but I don’t
remember where you can find this other than its ‘buried
quite deep’ in the download section of the Adobe-
Freehand site.

A: Hotfix at: http://www.macromedia.com/cfusion/
knowledgebase/index.cfm?id=tn_18933 or
http://tinyurl.com/4d9r74

A: There is a discussion about the problem at:
http://tinyurl.com/3fbje2

Q: Does anyone know how to work out the size of a
pixel in the X and Y dimensions for a raster image? I
believe this is a map unit. I am attempting to create a
.tfw file from scratch but I cannot figure out how I
workout the size of pixels, so I can enter those values
into the file. I know the Y value will be a negative
number.

A: You’d have to know the extent of the raster image,
e.g., if you have a 1,000 x 1,000 pixel image which is
supposed to be 2 x 2 km, every pixel is 2/1,000 km
(0.002 km, 2 metre)

A: Below are some notes we have for the creation of
world files.

What is the format of the world file used in geo-
referencing images? The world file is an ASCII text file
associated with an image and contains the following
lines:

Line 1: x-dimension of a pixel in map units.

Line 2: rotation parameter.

Line 3: rotation parameter.

Line 4: NEGATIVE of y-dimension of a pixel in map
units.

Line 5: x-coordinate of centre of upper left pixel.

Line 6: y-coordinate of centre of upper left pixel.

If your image lacks a world file, you can create your own
world file, using a text editor. This is generally practical
only when the image does not require any rotation or
rectification to be properly geo-referenced, meaning lines
2 and 3 should be zero. Line 4 is negative to convert from
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image row numbering (increasing from the top down) to
map co-ordinates (increasing from the bottom up). For a
rectified image, line 4 must be equal to line 1 and of
opposite sign.

The world file must follow this naming convention. If
the image file name has a 3-character extension (i.e.
image1.tif), the world file has the same name followed by
an extension containing the first and last letters of the
image’s extension and ending with a ‘w’ (i.e.
Image1.tfw). If the extension has more than 3 characters,
including no extension at all, then the world file name is
formed by simply appending a ‘w’ to the image name.

This information was extracted from the ESRI support
centre http://support.esri.com/index.cfm?fa=
knowledgebase.techarticles.articleShow&d=16622

A: typical world file will look like this:-

21.168501270110076

0

0

-21.168501270110076

400010.584250636055038

1299989.415749364944962

Note that the accuracy is to 15 decimal places. SOME
software packages do not calculate to this number of
decimal places. So to overcome this use the calculator
supplied with Windows, which works to the required
number of decimal places.

I agree that you need to know how many pixels wide
the image is, and how many metres on the ground that
represents. This is your map unit.

A: I suspect that it shouldn’t affect the current questioner,
but worth noting that lines 2 and 3 aren’t simply just
rotation. The six lines are (I believe) the six co-efficents
(a,b,d,e,c,f) in the linear transformation equations:

x’ = ax + by +c

y’ = dx + ey +f

so Line 2 is “the amount of y to add into x”, and hence
controls not just rotation but also shear.

Response: Thank you to everyone for their responses and
help. I am working with a scanned historical 6” map (tiff
format) and therefore I have no .tfw file. I have the lat
and long coordinates for it though. I am not geo-
referencing this map but other maps are to be
geo-referenced from this map. Therefore I need to get this
map correctly positioned so that all the other maps are
geo-referenced correctly.

I’ve been studying two tfw files I have from Digimap,
so that I can understand the x and y map scale better.
One is a modern 1:50,000 OS tile and the other a
1:10,560 historical OS tile. The 1:50,000 tile has 4,000
x 4,000 pixels and is 20 km x 20 km. The resulting x
scale is 5, y is -5, and I understand how that works,
now I know it’s the ground distance I need to work
with.
The 1:10,560 historical OS tile has 5,905 x 5,905 pixels
and has a physical tile width of 50 cm. When I studied
this map I didn’t know the ground scale but as they
give the x scale as 0.84674000, I was able to work
backwards to get the ground scale. That was 5km
across the tile (5,905 x 0.8467000 = 5,000m).
To check that I fully understood what was going on I
then worked forwards, working out the ground scale
myself since I would need to do this in future.
However when I work forwards I got a ground
distance of 5.24 km across the tile and thus an x scale
of 0.89415749. For interest, the tile I am testing my
understanding on is 35tq20ne and is from the 1st
edition 1:10,560 map published in 1880.
I am beginning to think that the 1:10,560 tile I am
testing is in fact at a scale of 1:10,000, which is why
my calculations do not match. However I can find no
references with the tile or on the Web to say that the
tile has being given a scale of 1:10,000 and not
1:10,560. The original map is at a scale of 1:10,560. I
need to get this part right so that I know my ground
distance calculations are correct.
Here are my calculations:

6” = 1 mile

2.54 cm x 6” = 15.24 cm

So 15.24 cm = 1 mile

(15.24 cm/1.609344 km) x 1 =
9.469696969696969696969696969697

So 9.469696969696969696969696969697 cm = 1 km

50cm/9.469696969696969696969696969697cm =
5.28km

5.28 km = the ground distance

5,280m/5,905 pixels = 0.89415749 for the x scale (y
being –0.89415749)

Even doing this using feet as I know 880feet = 1 mile, I
still get 5.28km and 0.89415749.
I believe that for a tile to have a ground distance of
5km at a scale of 1:10,560, which is the scale of the
original map scanned, it should have a tile distance of
47.34848cm.
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A: My guess is that when the historical 1:10,560 sheets
were scanned (remember that these maps wouldn’t have
the national grid), they were probably adjusted digitally
using identifiable points and rubber-sheeting (not as much
fun as it sounds!) to fit all the sheets together (at least
notionally) onto a national grid base. The scale of the
original would then be immaterial (just a way of
identifying the source), and the overall image would then
be cut up into 5 km squares along current 1:10k sheet
lines for distribution.

The crucial figures are that 5,905 pixels are known to
represent 5 km on the ground, so that each pixel has a
ground value of 0.8467... metres; in this situation scale
and image size in centimetres are purely nominal, the size
is just a field in a TIF file header that has to be set to
something – 50 cm would mean that anyone plotting the
thing without thinking about output scale would get
output at 1:10k, a reasonable approximation to the
original scanned document, and directly comparable to
the current 1:10k standard sheets.

Hope this makes sense, though I’m not sure that it
helps you to deal with a scanned image of a single map
sheet. You may need to go through a rubber sheeting
exercise to adjust the sheet to national grid, as per the
above, or get involved with projection variables (in, say,
ARCView) to allow extraction of positions as
geographicals. It depends on exactly what you want to do.

Q: I recently found all of the PostScript files that were
used to print a book in 1995. It is long since out of
print, and I would like to make it freely available
online. My thought was to use Distiller to turn it into a
PDF file.
Most of the pages are two-colour (magenta and black),
and a few are four-colour, and given that much of the
colour is on the numerous maps, it is important that
we preserve the colour to a greater or lesser extent.
The two-colour pages have two PS files for each page,
a ‘red’ and a ‘black’ file. The files are almost exactly
the same. Using Distiller, both separations output the
entire contents of the page in black and white, with
the non-printing items coloured white. With a bit of
work in Illustrator, they could be coloured
appropriately and combined. But we have 300 pages
or so.
The full-colour pages have PS that produces more
‘traditional’ CMYK separations, one colour on each of
four pages.
I’m hoping for one of two things: either (1) that
someone can suggest a way to deal with these files
such that we can automate (or semi-automate) the
process of putting them together as a PDF files or (2)
we might be able to pay someone to do this for us, if
the overall cost wasn’t too high!

A: Certainly my old copy of Adobe Acrobat will do a
bulk change from postscript to PDF – you merely place

the postscript files in a folder which Acrobat is watching
and it automatically converts them to PDF.

Normally you can easily append PDF files together to
make a single PDF file. But that is going to be a
nightmare if each PDF file represents one double-sided
double page of the book?

Response: Acrobat Distiller does indeed convert the files
to PDF. But in their current state, both separations output
the entire contents of the page in black and white, with
the non-printing items coloured white - so overlaying the
two files proves problematic. The problem is
compounded with four-colour separations. Someone else
has just replied saying he can write an Applescript in an
hour that will do the job! As part of the problem is the
number of pages that we need to do this for, I’m tempted
to take him up on it and see if that really works.

A: You can merge your separations, after distilling into
PDFs with the Creo Seps2Comp Acrobat plug-in. Some
other programs are also able to merge separations,
including AFAIK [As Far As I Know] Adobe InDesign.

Q: Adobe InDesign: Does any one know how to
number a document so that numbering begins on the
third page not the first? I do not want the page
numbers to appear on the front cover and the inside
page.

A: You may need to File>new>book for this - just add the
various documents to the new “book” and you can choose
the options for page numbering for the document in the
book window flyout.

A: Go to... Layout, Numbering and Section Options

A: In your document you need two master pages, one
with page numbers and one without.

In the pages panel click on the first page you want to
start page numbering. In the drop down menu choose
‘Numbering and section options’ and select ‘Start section’
and ‘Start page numbering’ at page 1. It’s also helpful if
you want to print an individual page, to name the section
and also to name the section that starts on the actual first
page.

A: You can also override master page items from
individual spreads. There’s a “override all master page
items” command in the pull down menu on the pages
palette.

Q: We make a series of full-colour 12-page publicity
leaflets in InDesign (2-page A4 spreads). The pages are
laid out consecutively (for screen PDF), but for
printing we have to impose them. I do this manually at
the moment – overriding and detaching all pages from
Masters, and them re-arranging in the Pages palette.
Invariably some pages re-number themselves. It isn’t
particularly onerous now I’ve got used to it, but I
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assumed that an application such as InDesign would
have an ‘Impose’ function – if there is I haven’t found
it yet. I know there are expensive plug-ins to do this,
but can ID do it itself?

A: Which version of InDesign are you using? We used to
use a plug-in called InBooklet with earlier versions of ID
which wasn’t expensive, but with CS3 this facility is built
into the program (File Menu/Print Booklet). Just as well,
since I hear that ALAP who produce InBooklet have been
bought out by Quark.

Response: It works! We’re now running CS3 – and I
missed it. I’ll still have to figure out exactly how to
produce imposed hi-res PDF spreads with marks (that’s
what printers seem to want nowadays), but I’m sure that’s
not too big a problem.

Q: I have an opportunity to purchase a couple of new
monitors, with one being needed for graphic work
such as Illustrator and Photoshop, but I can only find
LCD monitors for sale. With that in mind I have
decided to look at a 24 inch LCD (for the graphic
work) and a 20 inch LCD with a budget of up to £700.
Has anyone got any advice on any particular 24inch
models I should/n’t be looking at, please? I would be
grateful for any useful feedback on general picture
quality.

A: While searching for monitors I found a very useful site
called TFT Central http://www.tftcentral.co.uk which do
very detailed reviews of monitors and have a simple TFT
selector for helping you decide on a monitor to fit your
purpose.

A: I have an Apple 30” Cinema display that I have been
nothing but tickled with delight by it. Apple makes a 23”
version under budget for only £599.00:

A: We’ve equipped all of our Mac G5s with Dell
2470WFP 24” monitors, connected via DVI cable.
Education price from your supplier should be well below
your £700. We are very impressed with them having
bought them after they were voted top in lab tests in one
of the Mac magazines a while back, if I remember
correctly. Recommend them highly.

A: If £700 is the limit you could try an Apple 23” and
buy a bargain basement model for the second monitor.

A: Aria.co.uk usually has good deals. Check out:
http://www.aria.co.uk/Products/Displays/Monitors/?x=12
&p_order=price_desc&p=cF9vcmRlcj1wcmljZV9hc2M
mcF9zdHlsZT1saXN0JnBfcHJvZHVjdHNQZXJQYWdl
PSY=

A: I don’t think there’s much point looking beyond the
Dell ones, personally. The Dell 2470WFP was an
excellent monitor, and at under £400 when it was last
available it was excellent value for money – you may still

find it around. But is has been superseded by newer
cheaper models.

The budget grade 248WFP is only £230 with a four-
year warranty, but better for graphic arts is the 2408WFP,
about £360. It gets excellent ratings on test (it’s on PC
Pro’s well-respected A-list as the best choice at present).
PC Pro said “It’s a progression from last year’s
2407WFP-HC, a monitor we were hugely impressed
with, so it was no surprise to find this new model
performed just as well in our DisplayMate tests. Smooth
gradients and neutral greys were as expected, and we
could easily distinguish even the lightest grey tones from
the white background in our contrast tests.”

Dell also has a 27” model just around £500, but the
resolution is no higher than the 24” so it’s not really a
sensible option from that point of view (you would just
end up sitting further back from a larger screen!). And
there’s a 2,560 x 1,600 30” model but that’s over budget
at £800+ and perhaps overkill unless you have a very big
desk!

One other worth looking at is the Samsung
SyncMaster 245T - the Samsung screens also do very
well on test, but they are dearer than the HP for no great
gain. Both it and the 2408 use the same S-PVA screen
type which allows a wider colour gamut than the cheaper
/ older generations (it’s what Dell markets as
“TrueColor”). Like Dell, Samsung also has a cheaper
version of its monitor, the 245B which doesn’t have the
fancy panel.

My recommendation would be to go for the Dell
TrueColor model and if colour rendition is critical to your
work (usually only for fine art/photo work) considering
spending some of the budget surplus on a basic colour
calibration kit such as Pantone HueyPro –
http://www.northlight-images.co.uk/reviews/
pantone_huey_pro.htm.

A: My 24 inch LCD came attached to an excellent
computer system, all thrown in for the price of £1249 and
it is excellent. Check out www.apple.com/imac

A: Thanks, but I am only after a monitor for a PC. I did
look at the MAC monitors and the 23 inch one is almost
the whole of my budget. I will list it down but I doubt I
can increase the budget to include it and another monitor
though.

Q: I am trying to draw parallel routes that touch
along their edges (like on the tube map in London) in
Illustrator CS3. Can anyone advise me how this is best
done.

A: This is the way we draw single sided parallel lines:

1. Draw your line (1 mm)

2. Clone to a new layer and make 3 mm

3. Expand using object, path, outline stroke (this
converts the line into a polygon),
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4. Cut each end of the poly slightly above halfway
(creating two lines), then using the direct selection tool
remove he unwanted line (the lower half).

5. Clone original line again, (Lock original), and join
the two paths together (layers 2 and 3). That becomes a
1.5 mm polygon that we put below the original line.
You then have 2 x 1 mm lines that touch along their
common edge.

A: Actually I have a much easier (quicker) way of doing
this by using the Offset path effect:

1. Draw a line 1 mm thick

2. Offset path by 0.5 mm

3. Expand appearance and then cut the joins at the
ends of the lines

4. Now you have two lines which are parallel without
a gap

Always offset the path by half the thickness of the line if
you don’t want a gap

Q: I will be presenting some of my work on people’s
views on E. coli O157 risk in rural areas at a project
meeting in early October. I am part of a large project
team of microbiologists, soil scientists, economists who
are in London, Bangor and Manchester and it would
useful to have a few maps of the two study areas:
North Wales and Grampian.
Where do you suggest I obtain digital copies of maps
showing various features of relevance to the project,
such as human populations, contours, rivers and
catchment areas, cattle and sheep populations? I am
quite new to maps and wouldn’t know where to start,
therefore any help is appreciated...

A: For bespoke maps of cattle and sheep populations you
could try Donald McQueen
http://web.ges.gla.ac.uk/~dmcqueen/publications.htm.
The above website link is a bit out of date now, his
contact e-mail is: mcqueen@agri-food.co.uk . In
particular see his UK Meat & Livestock Industry map.

A: Also try looking at the work of Donald and John
Shearer.

Q: I am having a problem selecting just the items I
want when converting drawings in Illustrator to
Jpegs. It takes everything on the paste board with it
even when I use the Selection tool. What am I doing
wrong? I have to take all of the diagrams and maps
into Photoshop and crop them.

A: Have you tried saving the AI as a PDF then saving the
PDF in acrobat as a jpeg.

A: It is a bit of a pain but the best way to do it is to create
a crop area in Illustrator. Draw a rectangle to the size of
the area you want to retain, keep it selected (and nothing
else) and then go to Object menu > Crop Area > Make

Everything outside the area will be ignored when
exporting an image. This will create some crop marks
which will only be visible on the screen.

A: I save the Illustrator file as a PDF, then export that as a
jpeg, still in Illustrator - it works! The resulting jpeg is a
small file as well.

A: If you have to select the items you want anyway, you
could paste them into a new Illustrator file and ‘Export’ to
jpg. Might do the trick.

A: Would it be better to ‘Export’ the file as a PNG, then
you have the option to select the resolution you want.

Or if you just want to insert the graphic into Word then
you have the option to ‘Save for Microsoft’ and the file is
quite small.

Q: Vertical storage for OS maps – There is a
possibility I may have to relocate the department’s
Map Library to a smaller area. All our maps are in
wooden chests and about 50% will stay in them. I
want to save space by transferring all the OS
Landranger and Explorer sheets to a smaller footprint
storage system, so I would be grateful to hear any
recommendations/experiences.

A: We use Elite map chests for vertical hanging of our
reference map collection. These are now available from
Railex Systems Ltd.

You might find some help and useful information in
the Map Curators Group section of the BCS website,
particularly the Map Curators Toolbox. Try the following
link: http://www.cartography.org.uk/default.asp?
contentID=741

A: We use 1,520 mm (w) x 750 mm (d) Elite vertical plan
cabinets for our series mapping, each cabinet being
capable of holding about 1000 Landranger or Explorer
sheets. They don’t save us any space though. We also use
horizontal drawers and could accommodate 3,000 similar
sheets within the same footprint (or 4,000 if we stack
them high and use a step to reach the highest drawers). I
find that the great advantage of vertical storage is the ease
and speed with which you can select and retrieve sheets.
The drawback is that you have to hole-punch or fix
suspension tape to every sheet. I can recommend Pelltech
suspension tape, which is costing us up to about £0.25 per
map.

A: I too would recommend page 6 of The Map Curators’
Toolbox at: http://www.cartography.org.uk/default.asp?
contentID=641 which lists a number of plan chest
suppliers.
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Q: I am an artist based in India and I am work on my
next project of paintings on maps and territorial
disputes and was hoping for some help from you. I am
studying the various disclaimers on maps used by
different country governments especially on how
international community (and media) depict the
boundaries of a country. As a result, many countries
use rubber stamp or seals with disclaimers across
maps in magazines saying: the boundaries shown here
are neither authentic or accurate (words used in
India).
I would be very grateful if you could provide me with
any advice on any resources that exist which can give
me list of such disclaimers.

A: IBRU (the International Boundaries Research Unit)
has a web site here: http://www.dur.ac.uk/ibru/

It includes numerous boundary-related resources and a
mailing list. Perhaps you’ll find your inspiration there!

Q: I am hoping that a few members might be willing
to help a geography teacher out with a project.
I want to draw a straight(ish) line across London
which represents the city’s visual diversities (ethnic,
economic, architecture, industry) in proportion to
each other. I know this is not easily done, but how
would any readers start to go about drawing such a
transect? I plan to walk, photograph, and geo-tag the
route this summer and so want to plan the best route I
can. The photos will be shared online.

A: Given the historical development of London eastwards
and westwards, and the very different histories of the East
End and West End, I suggest you draw a straight east-
west line running through St Paul’s Cathedral.

This will, I trust, take in “all that [London] life can
afford” (as per Samuel Johnson), while also providing a
fix point of historical importance. Adding a north-south
line running through St Paul’s would probably be fairer to
North and South London, but the east-west line is the
most revealing one.

Q: A long time ago or what seems like a long time ago
I attended ITC in 1986. When I was a student there
the instructors used a product that I’m trying to find,
to write on blackboards with. The product was used
like chalk, but was dust free, yellow in colour, sort of a
waxy consistency and washed off the blackboard with
water and a rag. I have followed up with one of my
instructors, who remembers the product, but says it
hasn’t been used there since they moved into their new
building, and that was 12 years ago. I have tried a
variety of Google searches but have come up empty.
Does this product sound familiar to anyone? Or any
idea what the product was called or where one might
get it?

A: The product you are asking about sounds like
Chinagraph pencils/crayons. A search on the internet

found a few suppliers in the UK. I think the one you want
is made by PaperMate.

A: Liquid Chalk Markers. See this link:
http://www.theessentialscompany.co.uk/Pens.html#
Liquid%20Chalk%20Markers

Q: Can anyone recommend a good company/website
for me to purchase aerial photos and/or satellite
images of The Gambia from, please? I am looking at
three urban areas with enough detail for the students
to use to identify buildings, streets, open spaces, etc.

A: Involved with a project protecting rainforests in the
Republic of Liberia – we too are looking for good quality
aerial imagery – I am currently on:
http://www.geoeye.com/CorpSite/gallery/

A: Have you tried East View Cartographic:
http://www.cartographic.com/
I know they have recent topo map and satellite imagery,
but I believe they may also have ex-DOS aerial
photography and mapping, although this may be too old
for your needs.

Q: We are a hot air balloon manufacturer and have a
project running currently where we are to produce an
18m helium sphere with the world projected onto it.
This is no problem for us to distort using a Mercator
projection. However our client would like us to tilt the
earth about 60 deg so Japan is just below the equator.
A simple solution would be to tilt the sphere but this is
not possible.
So my question is can anyone produce an unwrapped
flat earth with this in mind so we can then distort into
the panels. Or offer us any advice, it would greatly be
appreciated.

A: A traditional globemaker might be able to work this up
for you. For one fine example see:
http://www.greavesandthomas.co.uk
The Society of Cartographers visited them (in Ryde, IoW)
last year and they do custom work and might well be up
for the challenge.

A: You may want to discuss this problem with Hans van
der Maarel of Red Geographics in the Netherlands:
hans@redgeographics.com

In 2006 he designed fabric globe gores for a “beanbag”
chair and I believe the software he uses would easily be
able to tilt the Earth and make Japan visible from below.
More info on his very cool chairs here: http://
www.cartotalk.com/index.php?showtopic=2153&st=0
http://www.oolaalaa.com/
Some of us are desperately trying to figure out an
affordable way to get some of these chairs to North
America.
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Q: I was wondering what your views were on
cartographers transferring between various
cartographic specializations and how easy such a
transition would be to make, in your opinions.
Say, (just for instance) a cartographer working for OS
for many years on topographic land mapping,
transfers into the UK Hydrographic Office, and then
has to learn the art of MARINE cartography.
Or another person moves from Air Charting to land
mapping...........

How long would they take to get up to speed?

Have any of you made such job changes?

How did it go?

How long did it take to settle into new working
practices?

What were the hardest changes for you to adjust
to?

Which areas might prove easy transitions, and which
are so specialized that it might be easier to train staff
from scratch rather than re-train existing
cartographers?

A: The answers to your questions would vary according
to the change. All I would like to say is that however
much new knowledge has to be gained in the new job, the
basis knowledge of cartography is the essential thing. For
example, in my present job working in a property
company, although there was a lot of legal and other stuff
to learn which took at least two years to become
competent at, it is far better that the production of the
maps is done by a cartographer who has to learn about
property than a property expert who has to learn about
cartography.

A: I don’t think I can be more specific here other than to
say that the detailed knowledge of map reading and
production gained through dedicated training in what
used to be known as cartographic draughting is not
replicated in present day geography or GIS degree
courses, from where present day map technicians seem to
receive their main cartographic training (I am speaking
here only from my experience over recent years, and I am
not trying, and nor would I be able, to put forward a
general assessment of cartographic training).

In my experience, I would rather employ someone
with GCSEs in TD and geography, and a good eye for
detail, for data capture work, rather than someone with a
degree in GIS. These days I am totally dependent on GIS
and IT trained staff and generally have great respect for
their skills. However, I’m not totally convinced that this
respect is always mutual.

A: In my career I have made a couple of significant
changes. When I left college I had a qualification in
cartography (Oxford Brookes) and thought I knew it all.
My first job at the Soil Survey of England and Wales
soon proved this not to be the case. The requirements for
soil mapping were quite specific and had to be learnt on
the job really. I would say that within a few months I was
proficient in this field, due to listening to the words of
wisdom from my supervisor as much as anything. I soon
realized that the work at the survey was somewhat
limiting – being essentially repetitive and allowing little
scope for innovative work. At the time my peers all
seemed to be flocking to the oil industry, thinking that
there was money to be made there! I went the other way
and moved into university cartography. I found the
challenge of working for academic staff much more
rewarding (and significantly less well paid!), as they were
always asking for work in different parts of the world,
required compilations to be researched, at differing
scales, and on a really varied range of subject matter and
formats. At this time the biggest adjustment was from
using predominantly scribing techniques to
predominantly pen and ink techniques (remember Rotring
finger!). On reflection there was a limited opportunity to
work in full colour very often, due to academic outlets
being publication in monochrome books and journals, etc.
As time has gone on the job has involved less and less
production cartography and the challenge has been to
keep one’s cartographic skills abreast of rapidly changing
technologies (greatly aided by involvement in the Society
of Cartographers and its activities like the SoC Summer
School).

Secondly, I have serious concerns about people’s
ability to make the moves nowadays suggested by the
original posting. With the demise of cartographic
education – and I am talking from a UK perspective here,
as that is what I know best – increasingly folk don’t have
the full range of cartographic skills that would have
previously been provided by traditional cartographic
training. I don’t know how things work at the UKHO, but
I suspect there is a strong trend towards less “rounded”
cartographers emerging. A classic example of this is the
employment policy of the UK’s national mapping agency
(OS). On a recent visit there we were introduced to some
of the workforce at their workstations. They were
predominantly teenagers, who we were informed had
been taken on from the local work-pool (off the street was
how someone put it!) and taught a particular skill at the
OS. They might be highly-skilled aerial photo interpreters
or editorial checkers (onscreen) but how much did they
know of the bigger picture regarding the mapping
process? These staff might be able to make the jump to
marine cartography or air charting but only in the sub-
field that they had been trained in. Obviously they could
be re-trained in any new areas by their new employers,
but why should they do this rather than employ someone
already skilled in that sub-field?
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Miscellaneous Transactions
There have been many other postings, including job
opportunities, calls for papers, notifications of
conferences, presentations and workshops, and many
software announcements – some of which are included
later in this column, alongside requests for maps and
journals, and offers of maps, etc. (always reluctantly) free
to a good home, many non-computer related queries, and
requests:

Don’t Abuse Your Digimap Licence:
Free Our Data blog reports
(http://www.freeourdata.org.uk/blog/?p=170)

GreenAmps, a renewable energy company, has been taken
to court by Ordnance Survey and Her Majesty’s Stationery
Office over its use of OS data sourced from an academic
licence for making applications to councils.

Further details in Guardian at:
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2008/jan/10/
freeourdata

Cartographica Online

Announcing free trial of Cartographica Online:
http://utpjournals.metapress.com

Cartographica, the international journal for geographic
information and geovisualization, is now available
electronically and includes the complete back file of
previously published articles going back to issue 1.1, when
Cartographica was known as The Cartographer. In addition
to the substantial back file and current issues, the
Cartographica Online site has all the features that users
and librarians look for in an electronic resource including
full searching (full text, Boolean, relevancy ranking, and
persistent keyword searching), quick searching (single
field, single button, automatic recognition of ISSN and
DOI), advanced searching (citation text, publication,
subjects, or content types), search results (summaries,
dimensional navigation, abstracts, citation or tabular
results, search within results, filter selected items), parent
list navigation, publication metadata, TOC alerting,
forward reference linking, and link exports.

For librarians, our system simplifies access management,
linking, and usage reporting with powerful yet easy-to-use
administration tools. Support for established and emerging
standards, such as OpenURL, and COUNTER, enables
seamless integration with existing library systems.To
register for a free trial of Cartographica Online, contact
journals@utpress.utoronto.ca.

Cartographica is the international journal for geographic
information and geovisualization. The journal is dedicated
to publishing articles on all aspects of cartographic and
geovisualization research while maintaining its tradition of

publishing material on cartographic thought, the history of
cartography, and cartography and society. Cartographica,
edited by Jeremy Crampton, delivers in-depth research and
writing covering a wide range of cartographic studies,
including the production, design, use, and cognitive
understanding of maps, the history of maps, and
geographic information systems.

Top Ten Classic Cartographica Articles Now Free
Online
The top ten most-cited articles in the history of
Cartographica are now freely available online.

The papers represent a wide range of cartographic interests
and include work by many influential writers, such as:

1. J.B. Harley, “Deconstructing the Map,”Cartographica
26/2 (1989): 1-20.

2. D.M. Mark “Automated Detection of Drainage
Networks From Digital

Elevation Models,” Cartographica 21/2&3 (1984): 168-
178.

3. G. Langran and N.R. Chrisman, “A Framework for
Temporal Geographic Information,”Cartographica,
25/3 (1988): 1-14.

Visit www.utpjournals.com/carto for the full listing and to
explore these free full-text articles.

For more information or to subscribe to
Cartographica or Cartographica Online, please
contact
University of Toronto Press – Journals Division
5201 Dufferin St., Toronto, ON,
Canada M3H 5T8
tel: (416) 667-7810 fax: (416) 667-7881
Fax Toll Free in North America 1-800-221-9985

BCS Website
In February the British Cartographic
Society (BCS) launched new website
with more features and extended
content.

As part of the BCS initiative to
promote ‘Better Mapping’ the BCS
launched a redesigned website at the

Fellows Evening, at the RAF Club, London. New sections
included The Gallery and About Cartography which

features information on mapmaking and careers in
cartography.

The bold, freshly designed site provides expanded
information about the Society’s membership, Publications,
Events, Special Interest Groups, and the Annual Awards.

“We are delighted to launch this new website which
is a great benefit of membership”, said Mary Spence MBE,
President of BCS. “It should be the first port of call for all
information to do with the society.”
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One of the main features of the new website is the
BCS Forum, for use by the general public as well as those
in the cartographic community to ask questions and find
out about topical issues. The forum is moderated by
council and members of the BCS.

New features on the website also include the Junior
MapMakers section, a secure payment form for
subscriptions, Who’s who of The BCS, a members’ area
which includes an archive of publications and special
offers, contact forms for groups and publications, RSS
news feed, a site index and a FAQ page.

Enhanced features include news and events notices,
the calendar, job vacancies page, and search capability.
http://www.cartography.org.uk

Cambridge University Map Room Re-Opens

In April the refurbished Map Room at Cambridge
University Library was opened for business.

After 8 months temporarily located in a very small
space elsewhere in the Library, they are very pleased to be
back in new light and airy accommodation. There are some
pictures on the website at: http://www.lib.cam.ac.uk/
deptserv/maps/refurbpic.html

All Map Department items can now be fetched and
read in the Map Room. There are also extended our
opening hours and will now stay open during the
lunchtime period, though no fetching will be possible.

Revised opening hours are:

Monday to Thursday 09.30 to 17.10
Friday 09.30 to 16.50
Saturday 09.30 to 12.45

(It will not, however, be possible to fetch any
material between 12.45 and 14.00)

For more information on the refurbishment and the
Map Department collections see web pages at
http://www.lib.cam.ac.uk/deptserv/maps/index.html

GML Data Translation from Dotted Eyes
Dotted Eyes, a well established
digital mapping solution
provider, has produced an
edition of their InterpOSe GML

translator specifically for EDINA Digimap users.

The Digimap Edition of InterpOSe will translate OS
MasterMap GML data from Digimap’s MasterMap
Download facility and convert it to various file formats,
including Shape, TAB, mid/mif and DWG/DXF.
InterpOSe deals with both Topography and ITN layers,
and is tailored specifically for data from Digimap.

InterpOSe (the Digimap Edition) is FREE for Digimap
users upon registration with Dotted Eyes. Please visit their
website for more information and to download a copy of
InterpOSe: http://www.dottedeyes.co.uk/spatial_data_

loading/interpose/digimap.php

Occasionally the list also
branches out to cover slightly
more unusual mapping topics, but also discussions about
the very future of our profession:

Last year Give Geography its Place
(www.ggip.co.uk) went to Glastonbury and had a brilliant
(muddy, very muddy) time talking to people about
Geography and collecting located emotions and memories
of the festival.

In the run up to this year’s festival (tickets go on sale
on the 1st of Feb) we think it would be great to turn these
memories into a map that can be offered to a range of
national print and online media. We’re looking for
someone who would like to get their hands on the stories
we collected to create some sort of attractive map. This
could be a member of this forum or maybe one of your
students who is good at mapping and attractive graphics.

We’ve got no money, so whoever we post the
‘stories’ to would need to want to do this out of personal
interest and to help promote geography in the popular
media.

Comment: We have loads of huge charts here, they are
kept rolled up, and woe betide any small person crawling
about in the middle of an old chart that has been rolled up
for a hundred years, they have a habit of snapping shut,
flinging the corner desk weights aside, and trapping the
victim inside like a body in a carpet.

I used to love the 1:1 scale maps of London town that
the Blue Pyramid club produced. They were full of detail
and individual paving slabs were clearly identifiable. What
a labour of love!

A: I was hoping that somebody else would ask this in case
I’ve missed the joke: 1:1?

Response: Forgive me using CARTO-SoC as a personal
comedy club, but you did correctly spot my pun. However,
such “maps” were actually produced by way of a graphic
example of scale, and even generalization. When I was
teaching, we started crawling about on the pavement and
taking one slab each, drawing a faithful reproduction of the
slab, these were then joined together to form a “series”. We
then rescaled them to learn about generalization and scale
changes. Ahh, those days of wacky training ideas. On one
occasion we were moved on by the local police, who
thought we were graffiti artists! When we explained we
were scientists they were even keener to rid the streets of
our presence!

I also used to deconstruct a globe or “oblate
spheroid” using the humble Satsuma, but I guess we’ve all
played that game. This all leads me to wondering what
new wacky teaching methods are used in cartography
these days. How does one have fun within a mouse-based
learning environment?
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List members also enjoy being able to offer interesting
diversionary tidbits to a topic, which are always well
received and help to lighten the day:

He had bought a large map representing the sea,

Without the least vestige of land:

And the crew were much pleased when they found it to be

A map they could all understand.

What’s the good of Mercator’s North Poles and Equators,

Tropics, Zones, and Meridian Lines?

So the Bellman would cry: and the crew would reply

They are merely conventional signs!

Other maps are such shapes, with their islands and capes!

But we’ve got our brave Captain to thank:

(So the crew would protest), that he’s bought us the best

A perfect and absolute blank!

(Excerpt from The Bellman’s Speech, Hunting of the
Snark, by Lewis Carroll)

From Sylvie and Bruno Concluded by Lewis Carroll,
first published in 1893:
“That’s another thing we’ve learned from your Nation,”
said Mein Herr, “map-making. But we’ve carried it much
further than you. What do you consider the largest map
that would be really useful?”

“About six inches to the mile.”

“Only six inches!” exclaimed Mein Herr. “We very soon
got to six yards to the mile. Then we tried a hundred yards
to the mile. And then came the grandest idea of all! We
actually made a map of the country, on the scale of a mile
to the mile!”

“Have you used it much?” I enquired.

“It has never been spread out, yet,” said Mein Herr: “the
farmers objected: they said it would cover the whole
country, and shut out the sunlight! So we now use the
country itself, as its own map, and I assure you it does
nearly as well.”

Of Exactitude in Science:
In that Empire, the craft of Cartography attained such
Perfection that the Map of a Single province covered the
space of an entire City, and the Map of the Empire itself an
entire Province. In the course of Time, these Extensive
maps were found somehow wanting, and so the College of
Cartographers evolved a Map of the Empire that was of the
same Scale as the Empire and that coincided with it point
for point. Less attentive to the Study of Cartography,
succeeding Generations came to judge a map of such
Magnitude cumbersome, and, not without Irreverence,
they abandoned it to the Rigours of sun and Rain. In the
western Deserts, tattered Fragments of the Map are still to
be found, Sheltering an occasional Beast or beggar; in the
whole Nation, no other relic is left of the Discipline of
Geography.

(From Travels of Praiseworthy Men (1658) by J.A.
Suarez Miranda)

The piece was written by Jorge Luis Borges and
Adolfo Bioy Casares. English translation quoted from J. L.
Borges, A Universal History of Infamy, Penguin Books,
London, 1975.

And finally, courtesy of a well known and
respected past chairman of the SoC…
Map Design can be summed up in one word,
‘CARTOGRAPHY’:

The capital ‘C’ stands for compromise, for after all
every map is a compromise.

That leaves 10 letters; each letter represents 10% of the
total.

Next comes ‘ART’, 30%

Don’t forget the ‘O’ which stands for opportunity, a
good 10% of every map is opportunity.

After that comes the science, ‘GRAPH’, 50%

And lastly never forget the “Y” (why?), 10% for the
‘why is it required/who you are doing it for/the user
need etc’.

Just a bit of fun, but hopefully some serious undercurrents
that we should all bear in mind when designing maps!
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